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Results

Discussion & Conclusions

Lowfrequency (LF) nouns take longer to be read or

named than highfrequency (HF) nouns [1,2], due to the

investment of more attentional resources on the LF word

during the early phase of encoding [3].

Pronoun processing highly depends on the

accessibility of potential referents, the grammatical role of

the antecedent and its saliency in a given context [4], but it

could also be a languagespecific process [5].

How does the lexical frequency of the antecedent

affect pronoun processing? [6]

(1) FULL REACCESS HYPOTHESIS: longer reading times for

pronouns referring to LF antecedents

(2) LEMMA REACCESS ACCOUNT: no antecedent frequency

effects during pronoun processing

(3) SALIENCY ACCOUNT: longer reading times for pronouns

referring to HF antecedents

QUESTION: Does the lexical frequency of the
antecedent affect pronoun resolution in
Spanish?

To date, the lexical frequency of the antecedent has been proven to influence

pronoun resolution in English and German [6] and, according to our data, it also

affects pronoun processing in Spanish.

In our eyetracking study, pronouns referring to HF antecedents took longer to

be interpreted than those referring to LF pronouns, thus supporting the saliency

account.
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NOUN, HIGH FREQ: La senadora criticó /a un ministro/ant y a una parlamentaria durante el discurso de ayer. Luego arremetió /contra el ministro/aph /en los medios/post nacionales y europeos.

The senatorFEMcritiziced a secretaryMASC and a MPFEM during the speech of yesterday. Then, attacked against the secretaryMASC on the media national and European.

'The senator critiziced a secretary and a MP during yesterday's speech. Then, (she) attacked the secretary on the national and European media.'

PRONOUN, HIGHFREQ:La senadora criticó /a un ministro/ant y a una parlamentaria durante el discurso de ayer. Luego arremetió /contra él/aph /en los medios/post nacionales y europeos.

Then, attacked against him PRONMASC on the media

'The senator critiziced a secretary and a MP during yesterday's speech. Then, (she) attacked him on the national and European Media.'

NOUN, LOWFREQ: La senadora criticó /a un banquero/ant y a una alcaldesa durante el discurso de ayer. Luego arremetió /contra el banquero/aph /en los medios/post nacionales y europeos.

The senatorFEM critiziced bankerMASC and a mayoress during the speech of yesteday. Then, attacked against the bankerMASCon the media

'The senator critiziced a banker and a mayoress during yesterday's speech. Then, (she) attacked the banker on the national and European media.'

PRONOUN, LOWFREQ:La senadora criticó /a un banquero/ant y a una alcaldesa durante el discurso de ayer. Luego arremetió /contra él/aph /en los medios/post nacionales y europeos.

Then, attacked against him PRONMASC on the media

'The senator critiziced a banker and a mayoress during yesterday's speech. Then, (she) attacked him on the national and European media.'

20 Spanish native speakers read 40 experimental sentences (10 per condition), 80 filler sentences and answered some comprehension questions.

An eyetracking experiment was conducted (Tobii X120). Prior to the analysis, we set three areas of interest: antecedent, anaphor and postanaphor.

Linear Mixed Effects Regression (LMER) models were applied to our eyemovement data.

HF < LF NH < NL n.s.
n.s NH < NL PL < PH

n.s n.s PL < PH




